the new

AIRSTREAM 17' CARAVEL FOR 1968

small in size... big on travel pleasure!
The new 17-foot Caravel® for 1968 is the first travel trailer big enough for a family of six and yet light enough to be towed with a compact car. The Caravel® weighs in at only 2460 lbs. with a hitch weight of only 330 lbs. But don't let the small size fool you. The Caravel® is every inch an Airstream with the same quality features and the same go-anywhere construction found in larger Airstreams. On the inside you'll notice the spaciousness of standard width and headroom, the airiness of five huge contoured windows of Corning safety glass with airliner type lined curtains. The side lounge converts to a double bed and the new easy-access dinette sleeps two adults in total comfort when converted. Two fold-up bunks are optional. Storage space has been substantially increased. The dramatic new living area features the new sculptured roof locker and the galley offers contoured, drip-proof Formica counter tops and a three-burner range. You'll enjoy a full size bathroom with toilet, sink, shower and an improved medicine cabinet with lighted mirror. The new vinyl-laminated walls and ceiling enrich the interior and clean with a touch of a damp cloth. Like all Airstreams, the Caravel® offers the convenience of total self-containment...hot and cold water, heat, refrigeration and Univolt lighting with automatic battery charger which means power anytime—automatically...all totally independent of outside sources. On the outside, you'll notice Airstream's famous structural alloy aluminum construction and Dura-Torque axle with rubber torsion bars and electric brakes on each wheel. And the new Caravel® costs less to own. Suggested retail price is only $3545 plus delivery charges and local taxes. If you wish, take advantage of Airstream's 'LIVE NOW' PURCHASE PLAN and pay as little as 25% down and take up to 5 years to pay at a preferred interest rate of only 4 3/4% per hundred dollars per year. The Caravel® is a limited edition and is produced only once a year, so you must order now to avoid disappointment.